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Stephen Pierce's Optimization Series Business Podcast Skyrockets to TopTen
During First 24 Hours in iTunes

On May 18th, Stephen Pierce prodigiously began his business podcast, Optimization Series,
climbing from position 150 to 8 in the first full day on iTunes.

Ann Arbor Michigan (PRWEB) May 22, 2006 – On May 18th marketer Stephen Pierce elevated his marketing
outreach to a whole new level with his business podcast Optimization Series. Already an active blogger and
author, Pierce's new endeavor provides established and budding business leaders with free innovative marketing
insights and tools.

Paul Colligan, author of the Podcast Bible, says: "Some of the biggest business news outlets in the world are
competing to take an early lead in this new medium. The fact that in his first 24 hours in iTunes, Stephen's
Optimization Series surpassed such notables as the Wall Street Journal's What's New and the TIME Business
podcast is a testament to the fact that people want to hear what Stephen has to say."

Stephen Pierce is widely known as both a guerrilla marketer and a marketing genius. His new business podcast
Optimization Series, will not only tell many of the secrets that have made him millions, but he will interview
and share the secrets of other top marketers (online and off).

When asked if he could imagine what the competition must be thinking about his stunning entry into podcasting
he stated: "I tell other people this all the time - it doesn't matter what the current situation is. It doesn't matter
what people say about you. It doesn't matter what people think about you. What matters is what you think and
what you say about yourself."

Clearly, Pierce has a reputation that precedes his Optimization Series business podcast.

To hear the first podcast in the series "7 Ways to Optimize Niche Websites for More Profits" and subscribe to
get future Optimization Series podcasts go to http://www.optimizationseries.com/ - or search for "Optimization
Series in iTunes.
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Contact Information
Stephen Pierce
Impulsive Profits, Inc.
http://www.optimizationseries.com/
734-741-8392

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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